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Will Henderson

Strong Market ... Strong Selection
 There is no better time to add to your collection than when our inventory is so broad.  This 
situation can reverse itself very suddenly, as you may know if you watch the markets.  Be sure to 
visit our website for so many more specials.  We look forward to hearing from you soon.
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 ... where history comes alive

Visit us today: www.MtVernonCoin.com

$48.50 buys the pair

BonuS purChaSe
Order over $50, & add this special to your order!

Blazing white - Mirror surfaces
proof Silver Franklin halves

Exceptional quality for these 
low mintage issues!

Save on KEY DATE
1949-S

Franklin halves
Brilliant Uncirculated

$77.00 each

We are pleased to offer this difficult 
to find silver half at a special price 
this month.  Each coin exhibits 
exceptional luster and overall eye-
appeal.  Save today!

1958 Half ........ $28.00
1959 Half ..........24.00

Brilliant Uncirculated

Superior eye-appeal
Walking Liberty

halves

So attractive yet still so af-
fordable.  Add a few superior 
quality examples to your col-
lection today!

$28.50 each
2 Different Dates ... $54.50

Brilliant Uncirculated

$22.00 buys all 3

Mercury Dimes are one of the 
best opportunities in today’s 
marketplace.  Add real value to 
your collection today.

1942-D • 1943-D • 1944-D
Regular price: $29.50

Save on 3 Denver Mint
Mercury Dimes
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easy terms:
• 25% Down Payment
• $200 minimum purchase
• 3 equal monthly payments
• Return privilege still applies!

A great way to add desirable coins to
your collection ... and no extra fees.

Terms of Sale • See postage schedule, above. (Actual postage & insurance costs will be charged for 
orders shipped outside the U.S.). Rolls of coins and bullion may require additional 
postage.
• All coins are shipped insured or registered U.S. mail. • MD residents add 6% sales 
tax on orders under $1000.
• You have a 21-day money back return period from the day you receive your order 
for any reason.  If returned, the purchase price of the returned item will be refunded; 
postage and insurance costs are not refundable.  Silver Eagles & Gold Eagles are 
not returnable.  Any coin removed from its original holder is not returnable for AnY 
reason.  Our liability shall never be greater than the invoiced price of the coins.  All 
coins are guaranteed genuine.
• Prices in this catalog for any silver or gold coin are indications only and are subject 
to change with market conditions. Website prices for coins made of silver or gold may 
be higher or lower than the prices indicated in this catalog, as prices on the website 
are adjusted every few minutes to the current market levels.  Call for price confirma-
tion. Bullion orders may require additional postage, determined when order is placed.
• Sellouts may occur; we welcome second choices and want lists.
• Grading is a subjective description as to the state of preservation, method of strike 
and overall appearance of a particular coin.  You should decide if you are pleased with 
your purchase before the return privilege expires and before the coin is removed from 
its sealed holder.  Our coins are net graded using market-accepted, commercial grading 
standards. Adjectival descriptions and terminology do vary among experts and knowl-
edgeable purchasers.  Grades in this catalog are provided strictly for the convenience 
of those who choose to order by mail and are unable to personally inspect the coins.
• We are not responsible for typographical errors here or on our website, and apologize 
for any inconvenience caused.  If an error occurs, we will issue you a full refund.
• Prices are subject to change without notice, especially since precious metal prices 
are so volatile.

Mon.-Fri.: 10:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: 10:00 - 2:00 p.m.

24 hour Fax: 410.266.9869
inquiries, call: 410.266.2530

order Toll-Free: 800.368.2314

     • No worries - we charge your
card automatically each month

postage required by order value:
0 to $99 ......................$4.95 
$100 to $499 ..............$7.95 
$500 to $999 ..............$9.95 
$1000 or higher ........$15.95 

Layaway program!

Very Collectible
Barber Coin Sale
Lustrous coins with bold strikes!

Brilliant Uncirculated

$285.00 buys the pair

Barber Dime ............ $89.00
Barber Quarter ...... 219.00

1922 • 1923 • 1924 • 1925 Silver Peace Dollars

$138.00 buys all 4 coins

Save on these desirable Philadelphia Mint 
issues, each a blazing white example.

Save on 1935-S
peace Dollars
Brilliant Uncirculated

$244.00 each

This last year issue is so popular 
among collectors, and perfect for 
a Type Set.

Brilliant Uncirculated

Beautiful Examples
Toned Morgan Dollars

not everyone desires the “white” look.  
Many prefer the varied beauty that 
can be found with toned coins.  Call 
soon as we have a very limited supply.

$59.50 each

1904 or earlier
Brilliant Uncirculated

$28.00 each

Very Fine or better

1861-1864
Civil War Tokens

Each piece was privately struck 
during the Civil War, needed 
due to the hoarding of American 
coins.  A fascinating part of early 
numismatics.  Call today!
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p & D pair ........................ 4.50
p or D per roll of 25 ....... 38.50
p and D roll pair ............ 74.50

$2.50 each (p or D mint)

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

2015 Lyndon 
Johnson

presidential 
Dollars

The Johnson dollar is the 36th in the 
series and the last for 2015. Fresh 
from the Mint!

p & D pair ........................ 1.95
p or D per roll of 40 ....... 18.95
p and D roll pair ............ 36.50

1.25 each (p or D mint)

- Delaware -
Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

The fourth of the series for 2015.  Fill out 
your set today ... fresh from the Mint!

2015 25c
Bombay hook

national 
Wildlife
refuge

1878 Reverse of 1879
Morgan Dollars

Brilliant Uncirculated
Late in 1878, it was determined that the 
reverse of this new series was not striking 
up well, and the “flat breast” of the eagle 
was changed to a “round breast” design. 
Very attractive examples, priced to please.

$134.00 each

Desirable “S” Mint
Walking Liberty halves

Brilliant Uncirculated

1942-S .........................$45.00
1943-S ..........................45.00
1944-S ..........................48.00

Save on these collectible WWII issues.

$128.00 buys all 3

Desirable 1862 Civil War
$100 “Slaves” Confederate notes

Low Mintage 1927-P
peace Dollars

Brilliant Uncirculated

$88.00 each

This “Roaring 20s” Silver Dollar has 
the second lowest mintage of the series! 
Blazing white coins that are sure to please.   
Take advantage of our discounted price.

Brilliant Uncirculated

$255.00 buys all 3

Superior coins • Superior Value
1902-P ................... $84.00
1903-P .................... 68.00
1904-P ...................118.00

Tough “P” Mint
Morgan Dollars

WWII Silver Philadelphia 
Mercury Dime Deal

1941 • 1942 • 1943
1944 • 1945

$24.50 buys all 5

Brilliant Uncirculated
A terrific value at under $5.00 each

Choice Crisp Uncirculated
Each hand-signed and serial numbered • Depiction of slaves on the obverse

$185.00 each

Historical Significance in American History



$59.00 buys all 5

- 5 Different -
Walking Liberty halves

1929 or earlier
Good Condition

Start assembling a complete set today.
Receive 2 dates in the teens!

Brilliant Uncirculated

Early Denver Mint
Lincoln Cent Sale

Early Lincolns are increasingly difficult 
to locate.   Don’t miss out!

$219.00 buys all 3

1916-D ................... $88.00
1918-D .................... 74.00
1920-D .................... 74.00
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Great Starter Sets!
Morgan Silver Dollars

- on SaLe -
Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

1881-o .... 48.00
1881-S ..... 54.00
1882-p ..... 54.00
1882-o .... 54.00
1882-S ..... 59.00
all 5 ..... $258.00

1883-p ..... 59.00
1883-o .... 48.00
1884-o .... 48.00
1885-p ..... 48.00
1886-p ..... 48.00
all 5 ..... $245.00

1887-p ..... 48.00
1889-P ..... 44.00
1896-P ..... 48.00
1898-P ..... 48.00
1898-O .... 52.00
all 5 ..... $234.00

Add quality, beauty, and value to your collection with 
these handsome coins.  What a great way to get a start on 
a new set, or to upgrade your existing set!

1899-O .... 54.00
1900-P ..... 48.00
1900-O .... 54.00
1901-O .... 54.00
1902-O .... 48.00
all 5 ..... $252.00

ADD To
YoUR
SET

ToDAY!

$975.00 buys all 20

Save on early nickels
Brilliant Uncirculated

Shield 1883/earlier • Liberty 1900 to 1912

Here are 2 desirable candidates for your 
Type Set ... both over 100 years old.  Save 
even more on the pair!

Shield nickel ................ $134.00
Liberty nickel ................. 77.00

$195.00 buys the pair

u.S. proof Sets
- on Sale -

What a Bargain! $36.00 buys all 5 Sets

We have priced these gorgeous sets to please!
Save on this desirable group.

In original
U.S. Mint boxes

1989 - 1990 - 1991 - 1992 - 1993

u.S. Mint Sets
- on Sale -

What a Bargain! $19.50 buys all 5 Sets

What a bargain!  Add this special deal to your
collection today.

In original
U.S. Mint Envelopes

1992 - 1993 - 1994 - 1995 - 1996

Buy all 10 Sets
$49.50

Blazing White • our choice from the 1960s

Gem Brilliant Proof
Franklin halves

Take advantage of the price on superior 
quality, virtually flawless silver halves.

$17.95 each
$34.00 buys 2 different



1922 Mintmarked
peace Dollar Sale

Brilliant Uncirculated

$89.50 buys the pair

An exceptional group of these lustrous 
and well struck issues, priced to please!

1922-D .................. $48.00
1922-S .................... 46.00

3 Different
Barber Dimes
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1926 Peace Dollars
Brilliant Uncirculated

$108.00 buys the pair

Tough dates, yet still so affordable.
Lustrous examples, discount-priced.

1926-P ................... $54.00
1926-S .................... 59.00

1923 Mintmarked
peace Dollar Sale

Brilliant Uncirculated

$108.50 buys the pair

An exceptional group of these lustrous 
and well struck issues, priced to please!

1923-D .................. $68.00
1923-S .................... 48.00

3 Diff. VG ................... $11.50
3 Diff. Fine .................. 13.50
3 Diff. VF ..................... 22.50

Save on RARE 1893-O
Morgan Dollars

Brilliant Uncirculated
This date is rare in ALL grades, and 
high grade examples like this are 
especially difficult to locate.  Now is 
the time to upgrade!

$2450.00 each

Short-lived Copper nickel
indian Cents
Brilliant Uncirculated

Fill out your set today with these superior 
coins ... each priced to please.

1862............................$114.00
1863.............................108.00
1864.............................244.00

$445.00 buys all 3

Save on scarce 1892-P
Morgan Dollars

Brilliant Uncirculated

$295.00 each

Attractive examples of this tough year!

Buy all 4 coins
$188.00

Very Collectible
Carson City (CC)

Morgan Silver Dollars
in GSA display cases

We have a limited supply of these high 
quality uncirculated Carson City dollars to 
offer this month.  Don’t delay as we will 
certainly sell out.

1882 GSa.............. $265.00
1883 GSa............... 249.00
1884 GSa............... 249.00

$749.00 buys all 3

Defect-free coins, all at least 100 years old 
and priced to please.



1946-S
Walking
Liberty

half Sale
Brilliant Uncirculated

$62.50 each

Blazing white coins with exceptional
eye-appeal.  Last “S” mint of the series.

$595.00 buys the pair

Scarce
“S” Mint
Morgan
Dollars

Brilliant Uncirculated

1898-S ..................... $255.00
1899-S ...................... 388.00

Lustrous examples of these 100+ year old 
collectible silver dollars. Take advantage 
of our sale prices!

1st Year 
one Year Type

1883
no “CenTS”

Liberty nickels

$38.00 each

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

1934-P
Walking
Liberty

half Sale
Brilliant Uncirculated

$88.00 each

Save on this tough Depression-era issue!

Strongly struck
1931-S
Lincoln
Cents

Choice AU

$94.00 each

Save on this “nearly new” Key Date!
At under $100, this is a bargain.

First Year
1964 Silver
Kennedy
half rolls

20 Brilliant Uncirculated coins

$175.00 per roll

A great way to stash away silver, given 
the high silver content and the small 
premium over the price of silver.  Price 
subject to change up or down.
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Key Date 
1880-o
Morgan 
Dollars
on Sale

Brilliant Uncirculated

$88.00 each

Regularly: $109.00

You will love the eye-appeal of these 
scarce new Orleans issues.  Save today!

Brilliant Uncirculated

$84.50 each

1925-S
peace
Dollar
Sale

The 1925-S Peace Dollar is one of 
the scarcer dates of the 1920s.  Take 
advantage of our very favorable price 
this month.

50th anniversary
John F. Kennedy half

4-Coin Silver Sets
NGC-70 Silver Coins

$334.00 buys the 4-coin set

With special Kennedy presentation label

• 2014-P Proof-70 Ultra Cameo
• 2014-D Specimen-70
• 2014-S Sp-70 Enhanced Finish
• 2014-W Reverse Proof-70

NGC Proof-69
2012-S 2-coin

Silver eagle Sets

Proof Eagle  • Reverse Proof Eagle

Receive both the Proof and Reverse Proof 
issues with the San Francisco mintmark 
on each. A very sought-after set.

$188.00 buys the pair



Very Collectible
Carson City (CC)
Morgan Dollars

Brilliant Uncirculated

1878-CC ........................$399.00
1880-CC .........................585.00
1881-CC .........................575.00

$1525.00 buys all 3

Last Year 1921-PDS
Morgan Dollar Sale

Brilliant Uncirculated
What a deal!  Receive all 3 issues for the last year of the series, 
including the Denver issue, which represents the only year 
Morgans were struck in Denver.

$118.00 buys all 3
Regularly: $145.00

That’s right!  From the common to the rare, we have the quality in stock that you need
for your collection.  Call today and take advantage of the exceptional pricing!

1878 8TF ........219.00
1878 7/8TF .....219.00
1878 7TF ..........99.00
1878-CC .........459.00
1878-S ..............79.00
1879..................69.00
1879-O ...........119.00
1879-S ..............65.00
1880..................65.00
1880-CC .........595.00
1880-O ...........109.00
1880-S ..............59.00
1881..................64.00

1881-CC .........579.00
1881-O .............54.00
1881-S ..............58.00
1882..................58.00
1882-CC .........249.00
1882-O .............59.00
1882-S ..............65.00
1883..................65.00
1883-CC .........249.00
1883-O .............54.00
1884..................65.00
1884-CC .........249.00
1884-O .............54.00
1885..................54.00
1885-CC .........849.00
1885-O .............54.00

1885-S ............285.00
1886..................54.00
1886-S ............379.00
1887..................54.00
1887-O .............89.00
1887-S ............159.00
1888..................54.00
1888-O .............69.00
1888-S ............365.00
1889..................49.00
1889-O ...........229.00
1889-S ............295.00
1890..................54.00
1890-CC .........595.00
1890-O .............95.00
1890-S ..............79.00

Brilliant uncirculated Morgan Silver Dollars

1891..................89.00
1891-CC .........595.00
1891-O ...........229.00
1891-S ..............95.00
1892................345.00
1892-O ...........325.00
1893................795.00
1894-S ............975.00
1896..................54.00
1897..................59.00
1897-S ..............95.00
1898..................54.00
1898-O .............56.00
1898-S ............289.00
1899................265.00
1899-O .............59.00

1899-S ............425.00
1900..................54.00
1900-O .............59.00
1900-S ............329.00
1901-O .............58.00
1901-S ............569.00
1902..................95.00
1902-O .............54.00
1902-S ............435.00
1903..................75.00
1903-O ...........485.00
1904................139.00
1904-O .............59.00
1921..................46.00
1921-D .............49.50
1921-S ..............49.50

1921.........................295.00
1922...........................44.00
1922-D ......................59.00
1922-S .......................54.00
1923...........................44.00

1923-D ......................79.00
1923-S .......................54.00
1924...........................48.00
1924-S .....................239.00
1925...........................48.00
1925-S .......................99.00
1926...........................59.00
1926-D ......................95.00
1926-S .......................69.00
1927...........................95.00

Here is your opportunity to 
fill out your set with mint 
state examples.  Each coin 
priced to please.

Brilliant uncirculated peace Dollars
1927-D ....................219.00
1927-S .....................219.00
1928.........................549.00
1928-S .....................179.00
1934.........................125.00
1934-D ....................165.00
1934-S ...................1789.00
1935...........................95.00
1935-S .....................295.00
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• Blazing white coins
• Superior Quality



Well over $150 catalog value • Many countries represented
60 to 80 coins per pound on average

$44.00 buys 3 pounds

Many unusual and interesting pieces.  A great gift idea for 
a young person, expanding their knowledge of the world.

Very Collectible
Bags of Wheat Cents

500 coins ............... $34.00
1000 coins .............. 62.50

Average Circulated to XF • 1958 & earlier
These desirable coins have not been minted in over 50 
years! As you would expect, most dates are in the 40s and 
50s, but we don’t know what you might find!

Very Collectible
Bags of 100 Buffalo nickels
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Very Collectible
Bags of 100 Liberty nickels

Average Circ. to VG • 1912 & earlier Good to Fine • 1938 & earlier

Have fun searching through these 100+ year old collector 
coins.  now is an excellent time to start a set!

$125.00 buys 100 coins

A very popular series that ended during the Great 
Depression.  An excellent value!

$68.50 buys 100 coins

1963 Mint Set ...................$38.00
1963 Proof Set ...................26.00
Both Sets ..........................$59.00

Last Year Franklin
1963 U.S. Sets

- on Sale -
in original

U.S. Mint packaging

now is your chance to 
stash away these early, 
low mintage silver sets.    
What a bargain!

Bags of 3 Full pounds
of  World Coins

Last Year Issue
1923 $1.00 Large-size

Silver Certificates
Attractive Extremely Fine Condition

$58.00 each

Great color and overall eye-appeal at a very favorable price 
this month.  Stash away this interesting Large-size note today!
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1970-S
proof 67 CaMeo

Silver
Kennedy halves

NGC PR-67 CAMEo

$154.00 buys all 3 rolls

own These rolls of
early Collector Coins!

indian Cents (50 Good/VG) ........$75.00
Liberty nickels (40 Good) ........... 58.00
Buffalo nickels (40 VG/VF) .........29.50

The perfect way to start a set of these desirable, early U.S. 
coin series.  Start your set today!

Brilliant Uncirculated
1948-63 PDS

$744.00 buys the set

With so many tough dates, these 
complete Uncirculated sets are a 
“Best Buy”.  You receive the entire 
series including every rare date, 
and each coin is a blazing white 
example.  order your set today!

Complete 35-coin
Franklin half Sets

with Free Dansco album

$26.88 each

$5.00 Liberty ......... $435.00
$10.00 Liberty .........735.00
$20.00 Liberty .......1445.00

Liberty Gold Coins
- on Sale -

Select Brilliant Uncirculated
1907 or earlier

With the price of gold rising, 
now is an excellent time to add 
both numismatic value as well as 
intrinsic value to your collection!

Rarely do these silver proofs come with CAMEO devices,
yet we have still priced them so affordably.

- Silver -
philadelphia Mint

War nickels

$28.50 buys all 4

To reserve copper and nickel for the war effort during WWII, 
silver replaced some of the metal in nickels from late 1942 
thru 1945.  Each with the large -P- mintmark on the reverse 
over the dome.  We are pleased to offer BU examples ... 
priced right!

Brilliant Uncirculated

1942-P • 1943-P • 1944-P • 1945-P

5 groups of 4 (20 coins): $129.00

Regularly priced: $52.90

So Collectible!
1899 $5.00 Large-size

Silver Certificates

Fine .................................... $465.00
extremely Fine ................ 1250.00

We are pleased to have a small group of this scarce note in 
stock. Don’t miss your chance ... call to reserve!

$2585.00 buys all 3
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Desirable “S” Mint
Morgan Dollars

Brilliant Uncirculated
1887-S ..................... $118.00
1888-S ...................... 334.00
1889-S ...................... 255.00

$685.00 buys all 3

Save on attractive
u.S. Bust halves

These high grade examples are nearly 
200 years old, and have much of the 
detail found on an uncirculated coin.

XF ........................... $144.00
Choice au ...............295.00

Save on 1890-S
Morgan Dollars

Brilliant Uncirculated

This date is definitely in the “uncommon” 
class, yet still so affordable.

$68.00 each

indian Cent Sale
Choice About Uncirculated

“nearly new” examples of this exciting 
series, all dated 1908 or earlier.  Add 
quality to your set today!

$18.00 each
2 Different Dates ... $34.00

Classic half Cents
Brilliant Uncirculated
Minted 1809 to 1835

These early obsolete coins are in tremendous 
demand, yet are still so affordable.  This 
denomination is so many times more scarce 
than Large Cents of the same era.

$234.00 each

error
1882-o/S 
Morgan
Dollars

$185.00 each

The “S” mintmark is clearly visible 
under the “O” mintmark.  a rare and 
desirable error!

Regularly Priced: $219.00

Brilliant Uncirculated

Brilliant Uncirculated
Add this very distinctive High Relief 
issue to your collection today at a terrific 
price.  Each coin a lustrous example.

$277.00 each

1st year issue high relief
1921 Peace Dollars

order today: 1-800-368-2314

Exceptional value!
uncirculated
$5.00 Liberty

u.S. Gold Coins
Certified MS-61

All over 100 years old
We have a small group of very attractive 
early gold coins available this month, all 
dated 1908 or earlier.  If you enjoy invest-
ing in gold, these handsome coins are a 
good fit.  Stash away a few coins today!

nGC MS-61 ................... $529.00
pCGS MS-61................... 549.00



- Low Mintage -
1934 Maryland

Commemorative halves

Fabulous quality and eye-appeal.
Each a lustrous and white example.

$174.00 each

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated

Scarce “D” Mint
Franklin halves

Brilliant Uncirculated
1948-D ...................... $24.00
1949-D ....................... 44.00
1950-D ....................... 34.00

$98.00 buys all 3

Save on 
1940 Silver Coinage

Brilliant Uncirculated
1940-P Dime ............... $7.50
1940-P Quarter ......... 24.00
1940-P Half ............... 38.00

$64.00 buys all 3

1961 Proof Sets
- original U.S. Mint envelopes

We have a superior group of these 50+ 
year old silver sets available this month 
at a special price.   A “Best Buy”!

$26.50 per set

The First Commemorative
1893 Columbian Halves

The first U.S. commemorative design, and 
well over 100 years old ... a bargain!

Brilliant Uncirculated

$28.00 each

1950 Franklin Halves
With a mintage of only 51,386 ... and 
the first year for a Franklin proof, this 
is a very desirable issue!

$344.00 each

Choice Brilliant Proof

- 1929 -
Federal reserve
“national Currency”

Bank notes
Attractive

Very Fine Condition

These fascinating notes are so distinctive with their brown seal and “national 
Currency” logo.  Stash away the pair today!

$10.00 notes ........................ $54.00
$20.00 notes ......................... 58.00
Buy the pair for only .......... $99.00

Regularly Priced: $429.00

Visit our website: www.MtVernonCoin.com
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Scarce 1941-S Walking
Liberty halves

Brilliant Uncirculated

$77.00 each

This San Francisco issue is the KEY 
DATE to the later segment of this very 
desirable series.  Order today!
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Find more specials @: www.MtVernonCoin.com

Save on KEY DATE
Washington Quarters

Brilliant Uncirculated

$1049.00 buys the pair

1932-D .....................$795.00
1932-S .......................295.00

We have a small group of these superior 
quality Depression-era quarters available.  
Upgrade your collection today!

2015 issues
in stock, ready to ship!

proof Silver eagle ......... $58.00
Clad proof Set...............36.50
Silver proof Set .............57.50
Mint Set .........................32.95

Take this opportunity to add these  latest 
issues to your collection while they are 
both available and affordable!

- all with original u.S. Mint packaging -

Scarce 1889-O
Morgan Dollars

Brilliant Uncirculated

$188.00 each

This handsome new Orleans issue 
is in great demand.  Upgrade your 
set now while it is still possible.

- Boldly struck -
Standing Liberty Quarters

Brilliant Uncirculated
This is arguably the most beautiful 
U.S. series of the 20th Century!

$115.00 each

D or S Mint coin ... $128.00
Dates strictly our choice 1926 to 1930

1939-S
Walking
Liberty
halves

$127.00 each

Brilliant Uncirculated

Save on this scarce Depression-era issue!

Brilliant Uncirculated

Early San Francisco
Lincoln Cent Sale

$525.00 buys all 4

1910-S .................... $98.00
1911-S ................... 177.00
1912-S ................... 177.00
1916-S ..................... 98.00

Early Lincolns are increasingly
difficult to locate.   Don’t miss out!

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated

$66.00 each

The undisputed KEY to the series.  Add a 
boldly struck example to your set today!

KEY 1939-D
Jefferson
nickels

Brilliant Uncirculated
Minted various years 1865 to 1889

- obsolete -
nickel Three Cent Sale

These scarce pieces will make a welcome 
addition to your Type Set, first issued 
doing the Civil War. Order yours today!

$88.00 each

First year
1909 VDB

Lincoln
Cents

Choice BU RED

$48.00 each

Boldly struck examples with strong VDB 
on the reverse.  A one year Type coin.


